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Yansab

Yanbu, Saudi Arabia

Overview
Yansab is the most recent SABIC,
(Saudi Basic Industries Corp),
affiliate in Saudi Arabia, and will
be the Sabic largest petrochemical
complex. It will have an annual
capacity exceeding 4 million metric
tons (MT) of petrochemical products
including ethylene propylene,
polyethylene polypropylene, ethylene
glycol,benzene, xylene and toluene.
The project is owned by SABIC as
majority shareholder.

Amiantit’s commitment is to closely
monitor and receive feedback
from their customers, which has
revealed that, despite years of harsh
environmental service conditions of
®
their installed Flowtite GRP pipes, the
pipeline system remains in excellent
condition. This proves that the Flowtite
GRP pipes systems technology is well
profound with an excellent back-up
by experienced scientists, engineers
and technicians who are committed
in producing a superiorly engineered
product.
Amiantit is fully dedicated towards
its customer’s satisfaction and their
expectations as well as safety and
continuous improvement is their prime
and utmost goal.

®

Amiantit Fiberglass Industries Ltd
(AFIL) was commissioned in 1977
®
as a Flowtite GRP pipes and fittings
manufacturer at the industrial area
in Dammam Saudi Arabia. Since
then AFIL has produced more than
10 million meters (32.8 million feet)
®
of Flowtite’s continuous advancing
mandrel processed Glass fibre
Reinforced Polyester (GRP) pipes,
which represents the state of the art in
GRP pipe production technology. This
process allows the use of continuous
glass fibre reinforcements in the
circumferential direction.
AFIL has supplied and supported its
products nationally and internationally
and delivered to countries at the
Mediterranean Sea like Egypt, Syria
and Libya and to countries at the
Pacific Ocean like Hong Kong, New
Zealand and Australia. Destinations
in Malaysia, Singapore, India, Iran,
Pakistan and Turkmenistan have also
received GRP pipes from AFIL.

Project
In September 2005 AFIL contracted
with Yansab for the design and supply
®
of Flowtite GRP pipes systems and
fittings for the Yanbu Petrochemical
Complex Project. Yansab is located at
Yanbu’s Industrial city in Saudi Arabia.
®
AFIL’s Flowtite GRP corrosion resistant
pipes systems and fittings were
selected for Yansab’s sea & cooling
water projects for both, underground
and aboveground installation as a
restrained system.
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Utmost Care has been
taken to ensure that
all the contents of this
brochure are accurate.
However, Amiantit and
its subsidiaries do not
accept responsibility for
any problems which may
arise as a result of errors in
this publication. Therefore
customers should make
inquiries into the potential
product supplier and
convince themselves of the
suitability of any products
supplied or manufactured
by Amiantit and/or its
subsidiaries before using
them.
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